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Abstract

Today practice of grouting is based on empirical approaches in that, pumping
pressure and stop criteria are determined by benchmarking similar projects.
Considering a maximum limit for grouting pressure would allow applying a
relatively high pressure that may lead to jacking of the fracture or even uplift
of the rock mass. On the other hand, keeping the pressure lower than the
overburden, in order to avoid any deformation, will prolong grouting process.
Determination of pumping pressure is more complicated considering the
induced energy to the rock fracture due to combination of the injected volume
and pumping pressure. In other word, pressurizing large volume of the injected
grout with a low pumping pressure establish the same force inside the fracture
as the high applied grouting pressure on small injected volume do. Therefore,
an stop criterion to limit grouting volume along with grouting pressure, which
is a hyperbola trimming maximum pressure-maximum volume limits and
 named as grout intensity number (GIN), has been defined. However, in using
this stop criterion and at completion point, the state of the fracture and the
distance that grout spread inside the fracture are unknown. As a theoretical
approach, examining the flow of the Bingham fluid in network of fractures led
to development of a numerical model and later an analytical solution, which
enabled estimation of distance that grout spread in the fractures in real time.
Finally, theoretical curves to limit elastic and ultimate jacking were established
to limit grout pressure in correlation with depth of grout penetration by
considering the state of the fracture.  

Despite empirical and theoretical developments, determination of
optimum grouting pressure is still challenging. In this study, In addition
to examining performance of the analytical solution in estimation of grout
spread and distinguishing onset of fracture jacking, the goal is coming up
with recommendations for selection of optimum grouting pressure, by
examining mechanism of elastic jacking. For this purpose, negative aspects
of fracture deformation, which are increase of grouting time and remaining
transmissivity, were quantified and discussed against its positive effect on
increase of penetrability. By that, application of a relatively high pressure was
recommended in order to opening of the fracture to a permitted level, with
purpose of increasing penetrability while considering negative effects of elastic
jacking. The stop criterion is defined as the grouting time of achieving the
required distance of grout spread at the highest applicable grouting pressure.

In examining empirical methods, in grouting of fractures in deep levels,
pressure-depth graph suggests usage of higher pressure in compare with the
estimated pressure by theory while GIN method is conservative. In further
studies GIN was estimated analytically and applying a relatively high grouting
pressure in order to opening the fracture, up to attaining the hyperbola,
and continuation of grouting with decreasing trend, in order to bringing the
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fracture back to its initial size at refusal, were proposed. Complexity of using
this methodology in compare with theoretical approach was discussed.

As the future work, there is a need to verify the results in the field, and to
confirm well performance of this analytical solution in different geologies.
Examining variation of grout mixture properties during grouting program as
well as significance of simplification of geological pattern to a single horizontal
fracture, in that grout flow radially, are among other future studies that can
develop this theoretical application further.  
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